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A DOCKING TECHNIQUE FOR ASSEMBLING AN INTERPLANETARY
LAUNCH VEHICLE IN EARTH ORBIT
By Jack Funk
SUNIIdA RY
This note presents a baseline docking technique that could )e used
to assemble, in earth parking orbit, an interplanetary launch vehicle
capable of injecting the heavy payloads needed for man.aed Mars Pnd
Venus missions. The technique would be carried out by two crewman using
a docking scope on the spececraf', and alignment targets on the orbit.ini,
launch stage (01,S) with which the spacecraft is to dock. RPdar will
be used to measure range and range rate.
INTRODUCTIO7.4
Studies of interplanetary spacecraft designs show thPt spticecrPft
weights of 200 000 lb are being considered for the early flyby missions.
Infecting payloads of this size for a manned :".ars or Venus flyby mission
with a Saturn V or uprated Saturn V launch vehicle require multiple
la^lnches and the assembly in orbit, of several propulsion stages and the
spacecraft. The propulsion stages are usea to inject the spacecraft
from earth orbit onto the interplanetary trajectory. Missions in which
the spacecraft orbits Venus or Mars will. require injecting even larger
weights.
One of the most difficult phases of the interplanetary mission will
be the orbital assembly of the propulsion stages. The cocking operation,
in particular, is critical because it requires the contact of two vehicles,
which involves the danger of colliding and damaging one or both of the
vehicles.
An indication of the difficulty of the docking task cEn be obtained
from the design impact condition used in preliminary design studies of
the docking structure. The maximum errors in contact accuracies required
between the two vehicles are 1 fps in velocity, 18 inches in lateral
displacement, and 5° in angle. The most difficult of these design impact
n"-
^ooditions to satisfy in a docking operation !s the 18-inch lateral
displacement since the relative lateral positions of the OLS and
spacecraft must be known at the docking interface to within 13 inches.
Relative position and alignment in Gemini and Apollo missions were
obtained primarily by the crew using visual cues. These cl.ies will not
be satisfactory in the Assembly of the Orbital Launch Vehicle (OLV) -ince
they :rely__primarily on _p_roximity of the crew to the docking interface.
In assembly of thF OLV, a stack of two stages and a spacecraft may be
200 ft long for docking with a third OLS, and the docking interface may
be as much as 160 ft from the crew station. In addition, the vehicle
active in the docking operation will le unmanned and controlled remotely
from the spacecraft. Since response times in maneuvering vehicles
weighing 300 000 to 400 000 lb are very slat, it is apparent that new
procedures are neeued to dock and assemble an OLV.
This paper describes a remote docking technique, manually controlled
by the crew with the aid of optical alignment equipment, for considera-
tion as the baseline technique for essembly of the OLV.
DOCKING TECHNIQUE
To aid the crew in the docking operation, the spacecraft would be
equipped with an optical docking scope that is columnated with the space-
craft. centerline and contains a crosshair for use in the alignment. A
radar would be used to measure the relative range and range rate between
the spacecraft and the OLS with which it is to dock. A digital comma and
link between the spacecraft and the OLS would be required so the crew
could control the motions of the OIS. Several. alignment target s. on
each OLS would also be required.
Techniqul-
The docking task is primarily one of aligning the spacecraft, and
the OLS so that their two axes lie along a straight line. After
alignment the crew inenusily translates the OLS toward the spacecraft to
cause it to dock. The crew must also maintain the alignment during the
translation phase by maneuvers that restrict perturbation due to orbital
mechanics or systems errors in the translation.
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The docking sequence is outlined below:
Commander
1. Maneuver the spacecraft. so that the OIL is in the field of
view of the docking scope.
2. Roll the OiS (remotely) so that targets are visible and on top
of OLS as in figure 1(a) .
3. Pitch and/or yaw the spacecraft to Lisect targets with the
crossheir, as in figure 1(b).
1i. Pitch the OIS so that the targets are on the horizontal crossheir;
,yaw the spacecraft to bisect targets with crosshair,as in figure 1(c).
5. Yaw the OLS to align ter ets one behind the other on the center
of the crossheir as in figure 1(d^. At this point, the OLS is in per-
fect alignment with the stack.
6. Call for forward translation of (BLS.
Engineer
7. Start forward high-thrust attitude propulsion system (APS) jets.
8. Stop forward high-thrust APS jets when rAdar range rate reads
3 fps .
Commander
9. During forward translation use lateral APS jets to prevent airy
lateral drift of the OLS.
An attitude-hold mode controlled by the attitude control system
of the 01S is used to maintain the booster axis alignment during trans-
lation. The task of the docking commander is to maintain the front
alignment target on the crossheir using later translation commands to
the OLS. If the OLS becomes misaligned to the extent of exceeding the
docking requirements, the engineer can stop the forward translation.
The commander can realign the OLS and continue the docking. A complete
OLV composed of the spacecraft and two OLS's is shown in figure 1(d).
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initial Conditions Required By The Dock.'ng Technique
The docking technique necessitates thP' , prior to the docking
operation, the OIL is rendezvoused with the spacecraft and brought to
zero relative velocity at a range of 500 ft. The direction of the
range vector is important. If the displacement is above or below the
spacecraft, the OLS will have an orbital period d!fferent from the space-
craft and, consequently, will develop a relative velocity and displace-
ment during the alignment procedure which cannot be easily removed by
the crew.
The relative position and velocities of the OLS with respect to
the spacecraft after the OLS has zero relative velocity is given by the
following equations for a circular orbit:
x(t) = 6wy0 (1 - cos wt) (1)y(t) _ - 3 , 0w sin wt (2)
z(t )	 :- -z	 sin wtow (')
x(t) = x0 - 6y 	 sin wt + 6wy 0 ^ 0)
y ( t ) _ Vo - 3yo cos wt, (5)
Z(t) = 
z 
	 cos wt (6)
The x, y, z coordinate system is shown in figure 1(a), (z comes
out of the page). x(t), , (t), and z(t) arc the time derivatives of x(t),
y(t), and z(t). Initial position ,, nd velocity vectors are 
xo' yo' z 
and xo , yo , and z o , respectively. w is the circular orbit angular velo-
city.
It can be seen from these equations that the only stable position
for the alignment is a displacement, in x either forward or aft of the
spacecraft. If y o and z 	 Are zero, the abcre equations reduce to
x(t) = x o . An initial displacement in the z direction results in the
OLS drifting toward the spacecraft, and the distance between
spacecraft closing in one-fourth orbit. This drift is not too serious,
however, since it can easily be controlled by the crew using small
velocity increments. Station-keeping with initial displacement in y,
however, results in an unstabie situation where velocity impulses applied
to stop the relative motion actually result in increasing the motion
(example, Gemini IV).
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The condition from which 'he docking operation is 'o be initiated
Is a displacement in x of about 500 ft, either forwPrd or aft, arid
a zero relative velocity. These conditions become the target for the
terminal php se of the rendezvous.
Some Equipment Considerations
Tar ets ,.- The proposed docking technique requires that the front
arget Ue circular and have a diameter equal to the lateral contact
c.olerance of 4.Iie docking structure. Based on one preliminary design
of a docking structure, this would be 18 inches. The contact between
the docking structures will be within design limits as long as the
crossheir of the alignment scope is in the ? arget area. The center of
the target must be the same distance from the centerline of the OLS as
the all.gximent scope is from the centfrline of the cpaceeraft. The stem
of the targets provides for roll alignment. The front g rid rear targets
should be an equal distance from the center of gravity of the OLS.
Docking in the dark may be possible with florescent targets.
Ali6y,nment, Scope.- The y ligriment, scope will. need to be like a tele-
scopic gun site that can be operated f:om inside the spacecraft through
a periscope arrangement. A simpl y_ crossheir reticle, as in a gun site,
appears to satisfy the alignment requirements. The field of view should
be about 11 since the OLS may subtend an arc of 8 at 500 ft, when broad-
side. A ) i-power scope Should provide sufficient magnification for
accu::ete alignment at 500 ft.
FUEL REQUIRF1=9
Preliminary estimates of the fuel requirements for the docking
operation were made from preliminary estimates of the weight, moments
of inertia, and moment arms of the Alm ,lets. The transl.sti.on fuel. re-
quirements were computed using the relation
w
GV = 32.2 I	 0S 
P 
In W  .
B
Or	 LV
W f= w0 1- e x p - -'^
h.
6where AV translation ve lc oti y
ISP	 specific impul.:ae of fuel
w0 = initial weight
w  = burnout weight
w f = weight of fuel.
I, simple relation for the rotation maneuvering fuel was derived Ps
f ollc- ' s
Torque
Torque = thrust x r
Thrust = ISP M
ISP r M
8-	 I	 .
Integrate
IS F, 
r p.^
a=	 I
M = I r
SP
where
g = rotational acceleration
= rotation rate
r = moment or , of thrusters
M = fuel flaw rate
M = fuel
T = moment of inertia about the maneuver axis.
Note that neither the translational nor the rotational fuel requirements
8re functions of the size of the thrusters used in these maneuvers.
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The moments of inertia for the spacecraft and OLS were estimated
on the be,-Is of a homogenous cylinder with mass m. Neither the OIS
nor the spacecraft hAve been designed; therefore d p ts for the moments
of inertia are not e ,reilable. The moment arm of the ,fete w rs a siumed
to be half a dinme'.er in roll And hr if a length in pitch and yAw.
The moment of inertia for y right circulAr cylinder of radius r
end length 1 is
2
r
Troll m
1m 
1 2 + l2
yew end pitch
	
T
In estimating the fuel requirements, it was essumrd that the stack
would be i7avity stablized during the launch and rendezvous phases of
the assembly. At the start of the docking operation, the stack would
be required tc. pitch 90 .
The maneuver rates used in the fuel. estimates were chosen rather
arbitrarily and are supposed to represent a compromise between the
fuel. requirements and the time required to align and dock, although
fi' , re is no known restriction on the time available for docking at this
i liminery stage of development. Using florescent targets, it would
epjx r that docking operation can be conducted just, as well in the dark.
A summary of the docking fuel requirement calculated for two
representative OLS's ere given in table I.
w.AK...ir1rw.+w^wrr.....- ._........ _..► .	
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0TABLE I. - ESTRIATES OF DOCKING FUEL 
i ,
 uel .ised for number
Number . 	 :;aneuver	 Of meneuvers per-
:laneaver	 performed	 rate	 formed, lb
B^
 
7—CC:
Tercet Orientation : .;en avers
Poll 3 0.05 red /sec 61.5
?Itch or yaw 6 0.05 red /bec 177.6 307.8
a• 'orwp rd	 end
eft translation 3.0 fps 555.9
Lat.ersl translation 6 G.^ fpe 80.6 1=
Total - -
i
973.6 .1)107.6
Stack Pitch :Maneuvers
1st docking 1 0 .05	 :red/se(I 29.2 51.3
2nd docki?,g I	 1 0.05 red/sec 110.3 196.3
3rd docking I	 1 0.05 red/sec )96. (	 84.5
aThe specific impulse (ISP ) of the fuel for these calculations
was 300 sec.
b  weight = 260 000 lb; length s 60 ft; diameter = 22 ft.
c  weight = 360 000 1b; length = 18 ft; diameter = 22 ft.
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